Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
<-------- Begin Mission - 9912.08 --------------->

CSO_Temal says:
::runs data through database and de-codes it::

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
::in Ops::

OPS_Kerst says:
::Run diagnostic on stations main grid::

CSO_Temal says:
::takes a brief second to put an alarm on the computer if even the slightest sub-space distortion or rift is detected::

OPS_Kerst says:
:;in ops::

MO_Lalin says:
::in sickbay continuously reading over patient records::

CMO_Tae says:
:: in SB doing whatever needs to be done ::

CTO_Marek says:
::checking weaponry status::

CNS_Toni says:
:;setting in quarters, looking at data on Padds::

CTO_Marek says:
::checking the photon torpedoes inventory::

CSO_Temal says:
CO: sir, while we have this critical information I would request to launch a few class 3 probes to scan for distortions, which could be cloaked ships or the Bellicose

CSO_Temal says:
::continues sifting through data, runs a few sub-space algerithims on it::

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
CSO: Your main objective is to get through that information as fast as possible.  Leave the Bellicose to me

CSO_Temal says:
CO: aye sir, I suppose I'm just a little jumpy ::goes back to data::

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
CTO: Keep your eyes open...  and launch some class 3 probes

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Aye, sir

CTO_Marek says:
::launching five class 3 probes::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: All systems appear to be functioning within tolerences

CEO_Sorvino says:
::in main engineering, running through some diagnostics::

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  The probes, so far, do not detect anything unusual.

CSO_Temal says:
::sees this information over the 'Ancients' is heavy coded, finishes decoding last section and adds it to a sealed security file::

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
OPS: Thank you.  Make sure they stay that way

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Aye sir!

CTO_Marek says:
::nothing strange appears in the long range sensors::

CSO_Temal says:
::checks top level security seals, to prevent the data from being copied or broken into::

OPS_Kerst says:
CEO; Any htoughts on boosting shield output?

CEO_Sorvino says:
::leaves a generic engineer in charge, heads for the Runabout pads to finish outfitting them for combat::

CSO_Temal says:
::ponders over the data, goes through checking over the highlights::

CTO_Marek says:
::analysing some data from the probes::

OPS_Kerst says:
Comm: Noname: Please contiune with updates every 15 minutes, thank you.

CNS_Toni says:
::Still checking data on Bellicose::

MO_Lalin says:
::finishes with what he was doing and calls up some data on the Bellicose::

CSO_Temal says:
::concentrates on the data, but still hears a little voice nagging him over the Bellicose::

CEO_Sorvino says:
::arrives at the main Runabout pad, pulls a panel off the wall and goes to work::

CTO_Marek says:
::focusing on the station weaponry panels level 2 diagnostics, just to be sure::

CSO_Temal says:
::continues reading through the data::  *CEO*: I request your assistance in sifting through our new data, if you're not already busy

MO_Lalin says:
::eyes widen as he reads on and heads to Ops after he finishes::

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  Intruder alert goes off on deck 12, then suddenly ceases.  Sensors show nothing unusual there.

CSO_Temal says:
::a slight frown cracks his face::  CO: this information appears to be what other Federation ships collected while they were engaged with the Bellicose

CTO_Marek says:
Co: Should I send a security team to deck 12, sir?

CSO_Temal says:
::checks internal sensors::

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
CTO: Do it

CTO_Marek says:
Aye, sir!

CSO_Temal says:
::runs a diagnostic on the internal scanners::

OPS_Kerst says:
::checks systems on deck 12 for tampering::

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  A similar alarm goes off on decks 4 and 26.  Both alarms cease on their own.

CSO_Temal says:
::runs a scan of the data, for any viruses, scans deck 12 as well for tachyon traces, which could be a type of personal cloaking device::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: I suggest condicion red, sir. May be they are trying to confuse us.

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
CTO: Spread security throughout the station.  I want to know what's going on

CTO_Marek says:
CO: On my way, sir

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
::nods::  CTO: Go to red alert

CNS_Toni says:
::hears alarms, puts down data Padds, stands to leave quarters::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO/CTO: with all that is going on, I recommend we secure ops until we know why the intruder alarms are going off.

CTO_Marek says:
::calling all security officers to stations::

CEO_Sorvino says:
::hears the alarms go on and then off again, figures everything is under control, continues working::

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  Scans don't reveal anything unsual, and the security teams do not see any intruders.

OPS_Kerst says:
::Diverst extra power to weapons and shields::

CTO_Marek says:
::calling a sec team to ops::

CSO_Temal says:
::shakes head::  CO: scaners appear fine, and I'm not getting any strange readings from any of those decks ::continues reading over reports::

CTO_Marek says:
*Security*: A five man team to ops, armed with phaser type II.

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  For a very brief moment, one of the probes picks up what could be a Romulan Warbird outside of the station.

MO_Lalin says:
::reads about the Bellicose physiology::

CEO_Sorvino says:
::goes to another panel, pulls it off, starts rearranging isolinear chips::

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
*CEO*: How are you doing with those runabouts?

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Sir, I think that one of the probe have detecteda Romulan Warbird near the Kottenai.

CSO_Temal says:
::takes phaser from under the console and sets to max. stun, puts phaser on his belt::

CTO_Marek says:
::checking that information::

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
CTO: Pinpoint, send the location to the Cutlass

CSO_Temal says:
*MO*: are you busy, ensign?

OPS_Kerst says:
::watches CSO, pulls his own phaser from consule, checks setting, max stun, places on belt::

MO_Lalin says:
*CSO*: Not really, sir

CTO_Marek says:
Aye, sir

OPS_Kerst says:
Comm: Noname: stabdbye for data download.

CSO_Temal says:
*MO*: then please report to Ops, I require your assistance, though make sure to clear it with the CMo first

CTO_Marek says:
::proceeding to send the information to USS Cutlass::

CEO_Sorvino says:
*CO* Almost finished. I need five more minutes.

MO_Lalin says:
*CSO*: Aye sir

OPS_Kerst says:
::sends senors info to Cutlasss::

MO_Lalin says:
CMO: Requesting permission to go to Ops

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  More alerts go off.  Decks 20, 3, and 12.

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
*CEO*: You don't have 5 minutes.  We're detecting Warbirds up here

CSO_Temal says:
::continues reviewing report for any vital information::

CEO_Sorvino says:
*CO* I'm on it.

CSO_Temal says:
::becomes annoyed by the CTO's constant beeping of alarms::

CNS_Toni says:
:: enters Ops, walks over to CSO:

OPS_Kerst says:
::contiues to monitor stations systems::

CEO_Sorvino says:
::works quickly, gets everything completed in under a minute::

CSO_Temal says:
::watches CNS enter::  CNS: may I help you counselor?

CTO_Marek says:
*Sec* Send a team to decs 20, 3 and 12.

CMO_Tae says:
MO:  Granted.

CEO_Sorvino says:
*CO* Finished down here, sir.

MO_Lalin says:
::nods and heads for Ops::

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
*CEO*: Good work.  Head to the science labs.  We may need your tactical training to protect the information

CTO_Marek says:
*SEC* Stay alert for any furhter alarms

CNS_Toni says:
CSO: Just wanted to review any further data you have on the Bellicose.

MO_Lalin says:
::arrives at Ops:: CSO: You needed me, sir?

CSO_Temal says:
::smiles::  CNS: there's plenty of it-take Science Station 3

CEO_Sorvino says:
*CO* Understood.

CEO_Sorvino says:
::heads for the science lab::

CNS_Toni says:
:: Sits at Science Station 3::

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  Another sensor blip..  the "Warbird" (still not certain if that is what is being picked up or not) has moved.

CSO_Temal says:
::turns to MO::  MO: yes, please review over the data we have recieved, report any critical findings, and you do know this data is top secret, so keep it quiet!

CSO_Temal says:
MO: take Science Station 2 ::unlocks Science Station 2::

MO_Lalin says:
CSO: No problem sir ::walks over to Sci 2and begins working::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Sir, what seems to be a Warbird is changing its position quickly.

OPS_Kerst says:
Comm: Nomane: Are you getting the same blips we are?

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
CTO: Launch the runabouts, so we can get more coverage

CTO_Marek says:
::trying to refines the data pcoming from the fourth probe.

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Right Away, sir.

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: The Cutlass is getting the same readins, they can't pinpoint the location either.

CEO_Sorvino says:
::enters the science lab, takes a station::

CSO_Temal says:
::still keeps sensors trained for distortions, also breifly uses his telepath abilities to look for anything unusual::

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
CTO: When you're done with that, go down to the main computer core with a security squad.  I want the sensitive areas of the station guarded

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
OPS: Take a squad, head to Engineering

OPS_Kerst says:
::touches phaser handle to reassure himself::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Aye Sir!

CTO_Marek says:
CO: On my way, sir.

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  Decks 33, 22, and 11 alarms go off, then a sensor reading is picked up outside that seems to indicate that a cloaked ship has just warped out of the system.

OPS_Kerst says:
SEcurity: Security team Alpha meet me in engineering

CTO_Marek says:
::going to main computer core::

OPS_Kerst says:
::heads for TL::

CEO_Sorvino says:
::sets up a few extra protocols to protect the vital information from being tampered with::

CSO_Temal says:
::hands the Mo and CNS a phaser::  MO/CNS: just a precaution

OPS_Kerst says:
::enter TL:: ME

CSO_Temal says:
::doesn't find any data to protecting yourself from the enemies::

MO_Lalin says:
::nods to the CSO and lays the phaser on a console::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Sir, I suggest again red alert in order to prevent any surprising attack.

CNS_Toni says:
::Takes phaser from  CSO:

OPS_Kerst says:
::leaves TL heads for ME::

OPS_Kerst says:
::enters ME,meets up with secuturity::

CTO_Marek says:
*SEC*: two men in every deck gate

OPS_Kerst says:
Security: team up and spread out, nothing gets in or out.

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  A Romulan, bearing symbols indicating that he is with the Tal Shiar, "decloaks" in Sickbay.  He looks around quickly, then regains his invisibility.

CSO_Temal says:
::briefly frowns again::  CO: I can find no critical data here, no ways to help us increase our defenses, no way to help us detect the enemy, no weak spots-so far this is about as useful as a Fruit Cake recipe

MO_Lalin says:
CSO: Should we set these to higher levels considering the resilianceof these Bellicose?

CTO_Marek says:
*SEC*: A Team in SickBay.

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  At the same time, an alert goes off in Sickbay.

OPS_Kerst says:
::aceeses contaol consuel, begins lock out of non critial computer consules::

CSO_Temal says:
::whirls around to internal sensors::  CNS/MO: shut your stations down and encrypt them!

CMO_Tae says:
:: sees the Romulan ::

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
*CMO*: What happened down there?  We've got intruder alerts going off

MO_Lalin says:
::immediately locks out Sci 2 with a... long encryption code::

CSO_Temal says:
CO: a Romulan agent was detected in SB!  ::locks out all data from the Science Stations::

MO_Lalin says:
CSO: What's going on?

CNS_Toni says:
::Shuts down station 3, encrpyting data:

CMO_Tae says:
*CO*:  It's a Romulan...

CSO_Temal says:
MO: intruders!  this data can not fall into the wrong hands

MO_Lalin says:
<locks out and shuts down>

MO_Lalin says:
CSO: Understood

MO_Lalin says:
CSO: ...the phasers?

CMO_Tae says:
:: locks the computer in SB ::

CNS_Toni says:
::Checking phaser setting:

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  Unauthorized computer access is detected on deck 15.

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
*All hands*: There are Romulan intruders aboard.  If you should see one, stun them, and take them to the brig

CSO_Temal says:
::transfers all data through a secured conduit and isolates it in the main computer core security bank, sets up numerous sensitive alarms to keep everyone out, puts a code on it so only he and the CO can retrieve the data::

OPS_Kerst says:
::notes computer access, begins locking out computer acces on deck 15::

MO_Lalin says:
::sets his phaser to high stun:: CSO: Never mind sir

CTO_Marek says:
::handling once again my hand phaser::

CSO_Temal says:
CTO: send a Sec. team to deck 15, unauthorized access

CTO_Marek says:
CSO: Aye, sir. 

CMO_Tae says:
:: grabs a phaser and sets it on stun ::

OPS_Kerst says:
Eng: You, grab a phaser and a buddy and begining locking out all computer access exepct ops and this consule!

CSO_Temal says:
CO: I'd like to cut power to all personal access panels-so the Romulans can't get into our data!

OPS_Kerst says:
<eng> aye sir!

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
CSO: Good idea.  Do it

CTO_Marek says:
*SEC*Unauthorized acces on deck 15. I want a Five men Team there.

CNS_Toni says:
::Sets phaser on stun, takes a good grip on it::

CSO_Temal says:
::cuts power and encrypts all access panels::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: I've started locking out all conputer access expect ops and here.

CSO_Temal says:
::seals them with similar security precautions::

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
*OPS*: We're doing the same up here

CEO_Sorvino says:
::gets out a phaser and keeps it closeby::

CSO_Temal says:
::feels heart rate increase::  CO: we might want to secure Ops with a level 10 forcefield, so no Romulans can enter and take control

CMO_Tae says:
:: looks around SB and wonders if the Romulan is still in there ::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Good, I'd like to raise a force field around ME, and ops.

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
*OPS*/CSO: Do it

CSO_Temal says:
Ops: I'll seal Ops, you seal ME!

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: aye sir! ::rasises a level 8 force fiels around ME::

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  Three Romulans decloak just outside the science lab, firing disruptors and stunning those inside.

CSO_Temal says:
::seals and locks all access points into Ops, raises encrypted forcefields around Ops, maximum settings::

OPS_Kerst says:
Secteam1: Stay on your toes, ther're bound to try to get in here

CTO_Marek says:
OPs: RIght, sir

CEO_Sorvino says:
::ducks under a console before she gets stunned, but leaves pahser on the console, can no longer reach it::

CSO_Temal says:
Ops: increase power to Science Lab forcefield ::cuts and encrypts all consoles in the science lab able to access sensitive data::

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
::sees another intruder alert::  *CEO*: Report

CEO_Sorvino says:
::bangs on her commbadge:: *CO* They're here! I need backup now!

CTO_Marek says:
*SEC*: Teams, report.

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: on it:; increase force fiels strength to level 7: around scilab::

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
CTO: Send a team to the Science lab, on the double

CSO_Temal says:
CO: I'd like to beam them all out of the lab!

MO_Lalin says:
CO: Sir, there might be casualties...

CEO_Sorvino says:
::knows she just gave herself away, in case the Romulans didn't see her in the first place::

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
CSO: Do it

CSO_Temal says:
::establishes a transporter lock on all personnel in the Science Lab::

CTO_Marek says:
*SEC*: A ten men team to the Science Lab.

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: are they out?

CSO_Temal says:
Ops: drop the forcefield around the science lab

CTO_Marek says:
*SEC*: Sciencie Lab team, report

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: right ::drops force field around scilab::

CSO_Temal says:
::initilizes tranport straight to outside of Ops::

OPS_Kerst says:
::locks out scilabs computers::

CSO_Temal says:
::unseals door and allows the people to enter, through a secured forcefield which allows only one person to enter at a time::

OPS_Kerst says:
CTO: Do we have enough antestiize gas to flood the entire station?

CSO_Temal says:
::as soon as they are all in he re-locks up Ops::

CEO_Sorvino says:
::stumbles into ops, takes a moment to regain her composure::

CTO_Marek says:
OPS: Yes, sir. We have plenty gas to do do that, SIr

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
CEO: How many did you see?

CSO_Temal says:
*CMO*: we need Med. Teams-we have unconscious people up here!

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: do you think we should flood the station, we'll need to get the sec teams provtective gear first.

CEO_Sorvino says:
CO: Seven... maybe eight... I'm sorry, I didn't get much time to count. ::still looks slightly stunned::

CSO_Temal says:
MO: go assist the injured, watch your back

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
OPS: Somehow I doubt that will help.  And it will definitely hinder our people.

MO_Lalin says:
::takes a medkit and heads out to look for injuries, makes sure to bring his phaser too::

CMO_Tae says:
:: sends Med. teams to OPS ::  *CSO*:  They're on their way.

OPS_Kerst says:
CEO: Can we rig the enviromental systems to create a light fog on all decks?

CSO_Temal says:
CTO: have your Sec teams protect the Med Teams outside of Ops

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
OPS: Belay that.  We need our people to be able to see

MO_Lalin says:
::begins to treat all those people that got beamed out from the sci lab::

CTO_Marek says:
CSO: Yes, sir. I have two security men per Med team

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: yes sir, but the cloak Romulans would be a "hole", there cloaks would do them much good. We don't need that much, setting off the sprinkles might do the same thing.

CSO_Temal says:
CO: sir, I believe I can set transports to beam any decloaked Romulans to the brig, I may not get them all but I'll get a few

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
CSO: Try it

CTO_Marek says:
*SEC*: Teams, report status.

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  Romulans are cloaking and decloaking all over the station.

CSO_Temal says:
::sets transporters to energize as soon as a Romulan agent de-cloaks, sets brigs to activate immediately::   CTO: you'll want to send many Sec teams to Brigs 1-3, ,maybe you could get some answers from them

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
CEO: Do you feel fit to lead a security team to search for intruders?

CEO_Sorvino says:
CO: Yes sir.

CSO_Temal says:
::searches for a way to detect the Romulans, or see past their cloaking devices::

CMO_Tae says:
:: makes sure the computer in SB stays locked ::

MO_Lalin says:
::finishes up with the last patient and walks back into Ops::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Sir, with all respect, but I think we should take offensive right now, sir.

CSO_Temal says:
CTO: what about raising forcefields all over the station-we may not detect them but it will keep them contained?

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
CEO: Then go, find some Romulans

CTO_Marek says:
CSO: It might work.

CEO_Sorvino says:
::heads out of Ops, collects a team and goes to patrol the corridors::

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  The computer reveals a very large download of information from the computers in the science labs.  Just after that, Romulans are seen decloaking and being transported off the station.

CEO_Sorvino says:
::stuns a Romulan as it decloaks in front of her team, but it immediately disappears::

CSO_Temal says:
::attempts to intersept as many transporter beams as possible::

OPS_Kerst says:
::curses loadly in Romulan as he sees the download::

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
CSO: Just get me one...  that's all I need

CSO_Temal says:
CO: what about setting up transport inhibitors-it would prevent them from beaming away?

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
CSO: Can you do it in time?

CTO_Marek says:
:: a romulan appears by one of my men side's and suddenly get cloaked again::

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
ACTION:  A few agents are caught, but die immediately after.  Most of them get away.  A Romulan Scout Ship is discovered on sensors exiting the system at maximum warp.

OPS_Kerst says:
Comm: nomane: Can you id where those transportbeams sre going to?

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
CSO: Get any of them?

CTO_Marek says:
::sending the Scout ship information to the Cutlass::

CSO_Temal says:
CO: it's a shot, but a shot in the dark, I'll try to beam an agent to a brig and knock himout on the transport-so he can't kill himself

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
CSO: They got what they wanted, and they're gone

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
*CTO*: Stand down to yellow alert

CTO_Marek says:
*CO*: Aye, sir.

CNS_Toni says:
:: Raises her head from stretcher in SB::

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
::mutters a Bajoran curse::

OPS_Kerst says:
*CO*: Just to be safe i would like to keep the computer lock outs unti securtiy has swept the station

CTO_Marek says:
*SEC*: All teams in yellow alert condition. Wait for further commands.

CSO_Temal says:
CO: I could suggest a mind meld, being Vulcan and telepathic I might be able tio get some information from them

CSO_Temal says:
CO: even if they're dead

CNS_Toni says:
::Wonders, what hit her::

Host CO_ReginSorv says:
CSO: Do we still have the information on our computers?

CEO_Sorvino says:
::leads her team through the corridors, in case a few Romulans are still present::

CMO_Tae says:
:: walks over to the CNS ::

CTO_Marek says:
*CO*: I might help CSO, sir. I'm also a Vulcan.

CNS_Toni says:
CMO:  What happened?

CSO_Temal says:
::unseals data to check for it, also checks back-up files::  CO: we should, I also copied the data onto secured PADDs

Host Brc64-AGMiT says:
<--------  End Mission  -------->

